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Politicization versus Impact of Cash 
Transfers

•Politicizing cash transfers affects their 
implementation in two ways: 
• (i) targeting recipients, and 
• (ii) the costs of operations. 

•The aforementioned two ways in turn, influence 
their impact on sustainable inclusive economic 
growth (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 How Politicization of Cash 
Transfers Affects Their Impact
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Politicization versus Impact of Cash 
Transfers…

• Targeting recipients for political reasons may mean that 
cash transfers do not necessarily reach the intended 
targets and may influence the impact of the intervention 
in multiple ways, for example, by missing certain 
geographies or constituencies or by targeting the non-
poor. 

• The cost of PrivCTs will be related to the impact in order 
to make possible a meaningful cost-effectiveness 
analysis.
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The Role of Technology in Cash 
Transfers

• Direct cash transfers have been seen as a “revolution 
from the Global South” (Hanlon et al. 2010) aided by rapid 
technological and IT developments like mobile banking 
and mobile money (Yawe/Prabhu 2017; 
Dietrich/Gassmann 2018).

• Evidence shows that this technology fix potentially can 
provide new, cheaper and more cost-effective 
opportunities for reaching target groups directly and thus 
potentially evade politicization. 

• However, if this actually is the case is an open question. 
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How Cash Transfers have been 
Studied

• It should be noted that publicly managed cash 
transfers have been extensively studied in terms 
of impact and cost-effectiveness.  

•Privately managed cast transfers have also been 
studied but to a lesser extent.

•However, what has not been studied  extensively 
with respect to to private cash transfers are the 
political dynamics and the social contract 
dynamics and how these influence their impact.
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Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

•A common way of ascertaining the impact of 
interventions in for example GiveDirectly projects is 
the Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT).

•However, for this program, we shall undertake a 
case-specific cost-effectiveness analysis and an 
impact analysis of Privately Managed cash 
Transfers (PrivCTs). 
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Cost-Effectiveness Analysis…

•Each case study will include a case-specific cost-
effectiveness analysis and an impact analysis of 
Privately Managed Cash Transfers (PrivCTs). 

•Effects on household welfare and productive 
capacities will be used as indicators of impact on 
sustainable economic growth at household level. 
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Caveat

• We have not yet selected the cases to research.

• A scoping study is planned.

• The comparison will be made using a mixed-methods 
approach, taking into account qualitative aspects of 
objectives and contextual factors both for the PrivCTs and 
those with which it is being related, namely PubCTs. 
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